PARKFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL
YEARS REC-6 ‘MEET THE TEACHER’ SESSIONS FEEDBACK
SEPTEMBER 2019

Thank you to all the parents and carers who visited their children’s new class teachers after school to
learn about the routines and expectations in the year ahead, along with finding out how they can
support effectively at home.

Thanks to the 21 parents that responded to the questionnaire about the event.

What did you like about the session?
Information on the day to day routine for my child.
Short, informative, reassuring
Relaxed friendly and informative
Being introduced to the class teacher and teaching assistant, getting an overview of the coming year.
Lots of use full information
I thought that the information was useful
Getting to know the teacher and their methods of teaching.
V informative
Mostly everything.
Very informative and gave a useful insight of what is expected in Reception.
To the point & not too long.
It was set out how year 6 would be.
Good to meet Mr Howson being new to the school, and get a feel for his teaching methods.
(Reception) Nice to be able help our youngest feel part of the Parkfield Family by nipping in at the
end and getting information pack, showing us around with confidence.
Only that I could meet the new teacher to yr4/the school
The information
Very informative. I have more of an idea of what my child does in a school day.

Is there anything we could do to improve future sessions?
No
Please send the power point or a summary of it as I have forgotten some of it already! We sent a
copy of each presentation and they’re now available on Twitter.
Provide refreshments only joking lol
Go through the curriculum a bit more, show learning log h/w as a slide
It was bit noisy couldn’t hear properly
Have children in hall so no interruptions.
Maybe something or someone to keep the children entertained... it was hard to hear what was
being said with all the distractions.
All the information given in the bullet presentation was exactly what we had been working at the
past 4 years. Assumed it would be a casual drop in to 'meet the teacher'.
I don't always have access to my emails. Is it possible to request text messages to advise us of
events/sessions?

Do you have any further comments?
I love my child’s new teacher and once again feel happy and content that she will have another
fantastic year at Parkfield
I would like more h/w based on the sats. There will be plenty of homework linked to SATS and test
practice in the Spring term.
The teacher is lovely
After meeting Mrs Bradwell, I am confident my daughter will enjoy year 3. Mrs Bradwell’s methods
of teaching and her friendly nature helps put your mind at ease knowing your child isn’t thought of
as ‘just a number’. Thank You!
Like that the reading diary can be used as communication with teacher.
Thank you to Mrs Gooding, Mrs Jeffrey and Miss Dipnall for a great start to Reception!
I hope that there is as much emphasis on the sats as making sure the children enjoy year 6. There
will always be an emphasis on SATS, particularly in the final year at Parkfield. However, we have to
provide a broad and balanced curriculum and we believe our fun and engaging curriculum prepares
our pupils well for the SATS.
Maybe the bullet point presentation was relevant to yr1. Not to parents that have had student
attend for a number of years.

School Response:
Thank you for the feedback. On the whole, the feedback is very positive and as a result we will
continue to have a ‘Meet the Teacher’ event at the beginning of each year. We do believe this helps
develop the home-school relationship which is incredibly important in your child’s education.
In future we will look at altering the presentation slides so that there is more focus on the
curriculum and any new changes for particular year groups. We will also look at alternative ways to
help reduce the disruptions in the classrooms – which may be offering some type of childcare – but
we do have limited space/staffing in the school.

